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Transmission

Clutch System TR2 To TR4.
The spring type of clutch used on these models can be retained, but it is
preferable to convert to the diaphragm type - which is quite simple.
The 4A type of diaphragm clutch will accept far more power and seriously
reduces reciprocating weight - freeing up valuable Bhp. The parts required
are the cover, plate, release bearing and the TR4A clutch sleeve, bearing
carrier. The existing flywheel can then be re-drilled, which Moss can do for
you, to suit the clutch cover. Why not lighten the flywheel at the same time?
Clutch System TR4A.
The standard cover is adequate for a road modified car but if the car is
required for mild competition work, then the uprated road cover is ideal.
This is slightly heavier to operate, but still enables the clutch to be held for
road use. For full competition work the race cover is essential, but this is
strictly an in/out operation, unless you have very strong leg muscles!
Uprated Clutch.
These components are built specially for fast road/sport or full competition
use, and are not recommended for pure road cars.
Clutch Plate.
The Diaphragm clutch plate for the standard TR gearbox uses a 11/4”
diameter input shaft. This and other plates are available. See page 51 for
full range and details.
Dog Clutch.
We supply a set of gears and hubs convert your TR4 gearbox to dog
engagement, which permit clutch-less fast gear changes. If you have to
ask what a dog clutch gearbox is, you probably don’t need one. This a pure
full race application. Refer to page 51 For details.
Flywheel.
There were many design differences during the life of the TR engine, and
the flywheel may have been swapped around during the many rebuilds.
The standard flywheel on the TR3 was the lightest produced with the 
TR4A being the heaviest, approx. 31lbs. We also supply brand new steel
flywheels, weighing 9lbs/4kgs that are primarily for competition use where
improved weight reduction can be fully used, but can be used on fast road
cars. Refer to page 51 For details.
IMPORTANT: The Flywheel and Ring gear MUST be matched to the starter
motor. See page 39 For our range of High-Torque Geared starters.

Gearbox Ratios

The input shaft on TR 4A/5/6 gearboxes is 10 spline x 1.25”.
The input shaft on 2000 Saloons and Sprints gearboxes is 10 spline x 1.00.

Gear Ratios Are As Follows; 1st 2nd 3rd 4th O/Drive
TR3B, TR4, TR4A, TR5
& Early TR6 3.14 2.10 1.39 1.00 0.797
Late TR6 2.99 2.10 1.39 1.00 N/A
Close Ratio (TT2210 Set) 2.19 1.57 1.23 1.00 N/A

And just in case you have one of these models; 2000/2500 Saloon and
Dolomite Sprint (Standard) models use the same ratios as listed for TR
boxes, depending on the year of manufacture of the individual gearbox.

Close Ratio Gear Sets. 
We stock close ratio gear sets that are suitable for all Triumph gearboxes with
needle roller constant pinion bearings, including 2000 but not Stag or Sprint.
Close ratio gears are not recommended to be used with 3.7:1 ratio or higher. For
lower diff ratios for all axles using 3/8” crown wheel fixing bolts) please
refer to restoration section. If you want to keep the engine on Cam then this
gear set is the answer, see page 52.
Wide Ratio Gear Sets. 
Unfortunately due to manufacturing restrictions, we are unable to supply
this product.

Gearbox Ratios cont...

Uprated Lay Gears.
Since its introduction in 1961, the Achilles’ heel of the 4 speed synchro-
mesh gearbox - as fitted to TR4/6, Dolomite Sprints and the Big Triumph
saloons, was the laygear and layshaft.Moss uprated laygears come with
bearings pre-fitted, ready to install, with no modifications needed. See
page 52 for details.

5-Speed Gearbox Conversion.
Our precision engineered 5 speed gearbox conversion kits include
everything you need, including a gearbox unit, to convert your classic to
5 speed. See page 53.

Uprated Overdrive.
We may be able to uprate your own overdrive if the unit is in good
condition. See page 53. Strongly recommended for competition use. Please
ask your local Moss branch for full details.

Axle Ratios

The easiest way of altering the acceleration or cruising speed, is to change
the axle ratio, either as a unit or crown wheel and pinion. Due to the many
production variations on the same model range some of these ratios
cannot be fitted directly.
The higher the numeric value of the ratio - the lower the gearing ie. lower
top speed for the same RPM.
The chart here covers the range of ratio’s that have been available to suit
the TR4A.
When changing the diff’ ratio, please think of the overall effect to your 
cars performance, including the selection of the road wheel and tyres,
especially regarding 50/55/60 aspect tyres, and the ability of your engine to
pull maximum rev’s is also an important factor.

Diff’ Ratios.
3.45:1   -   3.70:1   -   4.1:1   -   4.3:1*  -  4.55:1  -   4.875:1

Limited Slip Differential Unit (LSD).
Limited slip differentials allow maximum drive to the wheels giving more
grip under hard acceleration and cornering. Safety with Performance.
Please Don’t Forget, before increasing the power output and speed of any
vehicle, you should ensure that your brakes, steering, chassis etc can cope
with the modifications, and, a Roll Bar is a very sensible investment... for all
open top sports cars.
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General Guides To Engine Tuning

Tuning The TR Engine.
The TR engine can be made to produce good reliable power
for a road car within the normal mans budget.
Special Note: Low Port Heads.
For the TR2 models fitted with this type of cylinder head, the
basic unit must be checked over carefully, as the central alloy
core plug tends to rise and cause early failure.
Low port cylinder heads don’t necessarily mean low power,
however, on high performance big bore engines it would 
be a large handicap.
Engine Balancing.
With all Triumph engines engine balancing is essential, both in
general rebuild or competition use. The rotating components
are all balanced to reduce any engine vibrations in two
operations. The crankshaft, flywheel, and clutch cover are
stage balanced The connecting rods are end balanced and
the pistons are then balanced to each other with the con-rods
allocated. The end result is that the vibration point usually felt
at 2500 - 3400 rpm is removed or reduced to insignificant levels.

The Stages of Tuning.
The correct order for engine performance improvement is as follows,
which is not the same for all other engine designs.
A) Balance the flywheel and fit a diaphragm clutch.
B) Use larger pistons/Liners.
C) Fit a tubular extractor manifold and sports exhaust system. Replace your
original air filters with K&N sports filters and fit carburettor needles to suit.
D) Fit a gas-flowed cylinder head with standard size TriumphTune(stainless
steel) flowed exhaust valves.Install a mild camshaft, change carburettor
needles and fit a modified distributor.
E) Use a gas-flowed head with large TriumphTune, stainless steel, inlet
valves and standard TriumphTune, stainless steel, flowed exhaust valves.
Install a hotter cam, up to sprint, modified distributor or a race distributor.
An option you have her is to fit Twin Choke carburettors.
F) Big-bore exhaust manifold and exhaust system, gas-flowed head as per
(E) but with serious work on the ports and large inlet and exhaust valves.
Use a serious camshaft, up to full race, fit a race spec distributor and twin
choke carburettors.
For all illustrations where an electric fan is fitted, we recommend you fit 
a damped narrow belt crankshaft pulley kit, part No TT1132, which, with
balancing, practically eliminates the classic 4 cylinder TR broken
crankshaft problem.
For those who wish to retain the fan hub extension and 4 bladed fan and,
are happy to exceed 4000rpm, you can use our narrow fan belt kit TT1132A.
Then there is the Rocker Gear… We supply a Roller Rocker conversion,
which is the ultimate solution to traditional rocker gear vagaries; ie. Every
problem is eradicated. NOTE; when installing Roller Rockers the push rod
length must be correct!
And Finally. The Crankshaft. For all applications we strongly recommend
you fit our rear lip oil seal conversion, TT1032, see page 61. Note; All Moss
engines and our Billet crankshafts, are fitted with this conversion.
The engine can be improved easily, but don’t forget to look at the rest of the
car to make sure that the road holding/braking is going to be adequate to
cope with the new performance.

Exhaust System

Sports Exhaust Manifold.
The fitting of an extractor manifold is the first step to improve power output
on these models. They improve exhaust gas flow allowing the engine to
breathe far more efficiently  -  unlike the restrictive basic unit.
Our large bore 4-2-1 design tubular manifolds are produced using mandrill
bending equipment to give full diameter pipe bends.

Exhaust System cont...

The four branch design we use will fit with all the standard starter motor
combinations, although they may be a tight fit in some cases. There is an
option on the primary pipe size, Large Primary pipes are competition
specification only, they do NOT work on engines with less than 89mm bores.

Sports Exhaust System.
All our TriumphTune exhaust systems are of the straight through design for
the efficient extraction of gases with optimum back pressure for maximum
performance. All systems are supplied with clips and mountings.
They are based on the 24” round silencer which will give good flow without
excessive boom inside the car, also this type of silencer will reduce the
standard TR drain pipe sounding exhaust note. The system is available in
mild steel and stainless steel.
NOTE: We are continually developing our sports exhaust systems, so
specifications may change.

K&N Sports Air Filters

K&N filters - with their advanced filtration system, are acknowledged as
being one of the most efficient air filters in production, and are essential for
fast road and competition work. They use the suspended oil system of
filtering that allows the engine to breathe properly.
For any car requiring maximum performance then use the deep type of
filter, as this will be quieter and more efficient, KN56-9098, use the offset
type for TR2-3A models. Check that you have sufficient clearance to the
front wheel arch. The elements must be cleaned and re-oiled, normally
after approx. 12 to 15000 miles, using the correct fluids or they will clog up
impairing breathing.

Speedograph Sports Air Filters

We can also supply the chrome pancake type Speedograph filter for those
who prefer the classic style filter and are not worried too much about
efficiency. Use the offset type for TR2-3a models. These are not suitable for
competition specification engines.

Carburation

SU Carburettors.
If maximum power from SU’s is required, there have been a number of
articles, see Books & Manuals, about how to flow these Carburettors and,
if followed carefully, will allow them to perform much better at high RPM.
Early TR2 models were fitted with H4’s, 1 1/4” these will have to be changed
to the larger type. Most TR models are fitted with the larger SU H6 or HS6,
this size can be retained if SU’s are to be used, though there is now a trend
to fit 2” units on competition cars.
The HS6 carburettors although having the same flanges as the H6 are made
with a smaller Tract length, that is, the distance from flange to damper unit.
This means that the H6 inlet manifold must also be changed if upgrading to
later HS6 units, use the TR4A manifold.
There is no major performance difference between H6 or HS6, the only
change is to the choke mechanism, and the availability of spares.
Basic Needle Chart For SU & Stromberg Carb’s.
Here is a range of suggested needles that can be used as a guide to finding
the right component to suit your specification.

H6 Or HS6 H6 Or HS6 H6 Or HS6 175 CD
Fixed Type Fixed Type Biased Type Fixed Type
83mm 86/87mm 86/87mm 86/87mm

Weak RF CIW N/A N/A
Standard SM TW BAB 2A
Slightly Richer RH SM BAE 2E
Use With PlusPac B RG SM BAM 2D
Richer/Race RB RH N/A N/A
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Carburation cont...

HS6 SU Carburettor Needles.
For specific use of alternative needles please refer to Page 57 in this tuning
section.

SU Carburettor Grose Jets.
Grose-Jets, with their modern technology, don’t stick open like the old
needle and valve units. Jets are sold individually.

SU Carburettor Waxstat Jets.
If you have a vehicle fitted with SU carbs that use the Waxstat jets, then
here is the answer to your prayers.
Waxstat  jets can give problems in hot weather/town use as they tend to
‘weaken off’ the mixture too much when hot and don’t allow a good idle,
this can be corrected in by installing our conversion kit, TT1459, to normal
fixed jets which will cure the problem.

Stromberg Carburettors.
Due to the demise of the Zenith factory in England, spares availability is
getting more and more difficult, so the chance of maintaining these in
serviceable condition is very small.
Therefore, we would recommend that these are replaced with the SU HS6
carburettors, the same inlet manifold is retained.

Twin Choke Carburettor Conversion.
Weber DCOE - Dellorto DHLA.
This conversion is normally recommended for modified engines, as the
improved flow will allow these more efficient carburettor designs to work
better. The carburettors can either be the Weber or Dellorto.
We recommend the following sizes;
‘40’s are for a mild road car using standard or road camshaft.
‘45’ are for most applications where the full potential can be realised,
especially in the mid to top end of the power curve. For listings and jet
settings please refer to page 58. Please also read very carefully our
PlusPac stage tuning guide on page 65.

DCOE & DHLA Inlet Manifolds.
The TriumphTune inlet manifolds have been specially manufactured so that
the longer tract length is ideal for all-round performance and not just purely
at the Top- end.
The manifolds, which are supplied complete with studs, nuts and sealing
plates, are made for easy installation and use a near horizontal carburettor
fitting, and will fit comfortably under the bonnets of all 4 cylinder TR’s.

Air Filters for DCOE & DHLA.
K&N filters can be fitted with the TriumphTune set-upon TR2-3-3A. Due to
the restriction on the front inner wheel arch use the KN56-9104 filter with a
maximum of 16mm ram pipes.
TR4-4A can use the deeper filter, KN56-9265 with either the 26 or 39mm ram
pipes. The deep type can also be fitted to early models if the wheel arch is
made to clear them, which will require some modification to the bodywork.

Linkage.
We have a range of alternatives here to suit your own requirements. The
TriumphTune inlets are made with support posts cast into position which
can carry the cross bar linkage for either of the following:

Rod: This uses the standard rod linkage from the bulkhead and then replaces
the ball joints etc to suit the new carburettors. The butterfly’s are operated
via the cross bar and separate ball joint links to each carburettor.

Cable RHD: This is an improved system as it removes the worn linkage and
replaces it with a single cable, again using the bell crank and cross bar
linkage to operate the carburettors.
Cable LHD: For Left Hand Drive models this kit includes a new throttle pedal
as well as the RHD cable components.

Carburation cont...

Twin Cable Conversion: This can be used where a new throttle
pedal is fitted to the bulkhead and aligned with standard
brake/clutch pedals. The standard linkage kits (see page 58) are
used for the bell-crank operation. The lever will require an
extension to be welded into position to enable the carburettors
to be coupled.
Note: Under carb’ linkage is NOT recommended due to the
proximity of the exhaust manifold. Remember; Race Scrutineers
prefer cable linkage. You Have Been Warned.

Engine Modifications

See also; General Engine Preparation on page 32 at the end of
this section.

Cylinder Block.
Apart from general preparation such as making sure that oil and
waterways are clear, you will also need to check and replace the camshaft
bearings and rear cam core plug. The front bearing must also be checked
and usually needs to be replaced. We have a special tool, GAC5076, that we
have re-manufactured that can be used for fitting the cam bearings.

Cylinder Liners.
When used with standard size valves no special work is required. But if
large inlet valves are being fitted then modifications to the top edge are
recommended. The top edge of the liner, up to 87 mm size, will require to be
relieved immediately below the inlet valve, so as to allow adequate gas
flow. To carry out these modifications fit liners to block, smear some grease
around the top edge of each liner, install cylinder head, no gasket, and
tighten down to 50 lbs. This will then leave a shaped area which requires to
be chamfered as follows. The liner must be reshaped/angled not deeper
than 3/32” above the top piston ring and angled at about 45 degrees. Note;
not necessary for 89mm or larger bore size.
When fitting liners make sure that the lower seals are fitted to clean
surfaces and once fitted it is recommended that retainers are always used
with the head studs, to ensure that the liner cannot rise or move whilst the
head is not in place.
When the very large sizes are being used, as below, the liner is not always
a direct fitment and may require careful machining work.

Pistons.
For a road car we would suggest the use of the 87 mm size as being the
best all-round alternative. There are now larger sizes, 89mm and 92 mm,
available, but these require specialised assembly to ensure some degree
of reliability.
Pistons can be radiused on the lower edges to assist in reducing bore
problems, also the whole unit can be polished after ensuring that the
heights have been equalised.
They should be Decked. ie. Installed height matched to ensure correct and
adequate clearance and balanced CC volumes.

Crankshaft.
The standard component is perfectly suitable for road or competition work
unless the ultimate in cubic capacity is required, where a special Steel
billet, balanced, crankshaft may be supplied. See page 61.
The original spec crankshaft must always be balanced.
If you are re-using your old crankshaft it is recommended for the oilways to
be cleaned out properly - a pipe cleaner is very good for this. If the plugs
are removed use a thread sealant when refitting. Tuftride hardening of the
crankshaft is highly recommended to improve the life of the unit at a
reasonable cost, this can be for road or competition use. When Tuftriding
is carried out, the crankshaft must then be re-machined or polished back to
the correct journal size.
Normally the journals are micro polished to give a good oil surface.
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Engine Modifications cont...

For competition work, as well as tuftriding, undercut the front main bearing
to the web to approx. 5mm radius - similar to the rear one.
Oil Seal;  For all applications we strongly recommend you fit our rear lip oil
seal conversion, TT1032, see page 61. Note; All Moss engines and our Billet
crankshafts are fitted with this conversion.

Crankshaft Pulley.
We offer narrow belt 2 pulley conversion kits, along with an alternator
conversion kit. A very worthwhile investment for a road car if a complete
engine rebuild is being carried out. For details of these kits please refer to
page 40.

Cylinder Head.
Moss High Port Cylinder Heads, Aluminium and Cast Iron, TR3/TR4.
Working to original drawings, our Brand New cylinder heads are designed,
as closely as possible, to resemble the original late TR4/4A units. See page
59 for full details.

Modifying Standard Heads.
Extensive work must be carried out to the valve throats and chambers to
get the best flow from these cylinder heads. The condition of the old units
is now a major problem, in that the way some have been repaired
previously makes it difficult to carry out the specified modification. So in
some cases, we may fit larger valves to a stage II head rather than fit seat
inserts, this we cannot help as it is a case of keeping the heads in
circulation, rather than scrapping the units.
Stage II. modifications normally include the reshaping of standard valves,
flowing the ports, throats and slight reshaping of the chamber. The uprated
springs and standard guides are then fitted.
Stage Ill. uses large inlet valves, much more work to valve throats and
chambers. Supplied with new valves, alloy valve caps, springs and guides.
This type is recommended for road or sprint use.
Stage IV. is for maximum power when Weber or Dellorto carburettors are
used for road or competition use, this has the larger inlet and exhaust
valves.
Compression ratio is to your own requirements depending on the country
and the application. We normally suggest that the 9.75:1 ratio is used for
road type cars and  for competition use, up to 11.0:1 is required.
All work is now carried out to your own unit and the modification will depend
on the condition of the component when we inspect it at our works.
NOTE: The required compression ratio must be stated in writing at the time
of ordering.

Valves.
The shape of the standard valve restricts the flow through the seat area
substantially, especially if fitted low in the head - due to previous repairs
out of necessity. TriumphTune competition valves use a much slimmer
design for vastly improved flow and extended life. The material we use,
EN21-4, is one of the hardest available for valve application.

Engine Modifications cont...

Head Gaskets.
There are two main types of gasket used on this range.
The standard copper and asbestos composite type which is perfectly
suitable for all road applications up to 87 mm. See page 60.
The shim Steel type is for higher compression engines, by a reduction to
0.020” in installed thickness, and also enables the size of the bores to be
opened out to suit race type cylinder head modifications with increased
chamber sizes up to 92mm. See page 60.

Bronze Valve Guides.
Our ‘bronze alloy’ valve guides are for improved reliability and longer life,
especially when being used under duress. Highly recommended for all
heads and especially for any competition engine.
There are two sizes of exhaust guide used in the TR’s life, all inlets are the
same size and diameter.
TR2-4 models, standard, used a larger diameter exhaust valve stem and
guide. Whereas, the TR4A models were fitted with a standard diameter
exhaust valve of 5/16” stem size. Over the years this has also been retro
fitted to some early cars by the use of a conversion guide, large outer
diameter with standard internal diameter.
All our TriumphTune valves are of the standard diameter, 5/16” and we use
the conversion guide for the early heads. The heads are normally produced
with the standard iron guide, we recommend the bronze-alloy type for all
applications, but the choice is yours.

Valve Springs.
The standard valve spring rates are not suitable for any sensible
performance work. We supply road uprated springs to suit either the TR2-
4 models, with three springs on the exhaust valve - when used with
TriumphTune exhaust valves, the 3rd external spring may be discarded, or
the TR4A which are smaller diameter, twin springs.
For any road car we suggest that the 4A type are used for all applications,
as the design is better with improved reliability. For early models the TT1116
alloy valve cap will convert these to the 4A style diameter.
For competition use, we also have a set of stronger springs, TT1108, which
will allow 7000 rpm, even if the crank may not!
These are very worthwhile for any serious competition use or with the
higher lift camshaft profiles.
It is essential to check the springs for coil binding or being solid at
maximum lift.
Our TriumphTune valve springs are specially made for our high-lift cams.

Alloy Valve Spring Caps.
Standard caps are adequate in strength for all applications - including
competition, but our TriumphTune TR4A Light alloy caps reduce valve loading,
and therefore wear on cam lobes. Although stronger, weight saving is
approximately 25% - allowing the engine to rev more freely.

Rocker Shaft.
Although the standard rocker shaft is strong enough for most applications,
the Tuftride hardening process will provide improved reliability as well as
being less resistant to wear. Before installation clear the internal bore of
any residual material and install new end Caps.
We Recommend you use our supported alloy rocker pedestal set, 112545X, see
page 91, for any application using camshafts above sprint specification.

Rocker Gear & Arms.
By reducing the weight of the moving components in
the rocker gear, followers, valves, caps etc. and also
the resistance of the rockers, the rev range can be
improved without increasing the loading on the
camshaft.
Check the rocker geometry after fitting an uprated
camshaft and/or modified cylinder head.



Rocker Arm Action

The rocker arm is designed to move across the valve tip in a wiping motion,
this leaves a witness mark on the stem top. To be certain your engine
geometry is correct, remove the rocker arm and apply some Engineers blue
to the valve tip and rotate the engine through one revolution with the
rockers correctly adjusted and the engine in its final specification. Remove
the rockers and the valve tip will show the offset of the rocker geometry.

Centre.
This is correct equally offset, so no excessive wear on either side of the
guide will be found.

Manifold Side.
If the mark is predominantly on this side, then the push rods and/or the
pedestals must be shortened to correct this. With the wear on this side
there will be excessive loading on the valve guide that will cause
premature failure.

Rocker Side.
If it is to this side slightly, then this is no problem. But, if it is a along 
way off, then you can fit a pedestal spacer shim, TT1910, see page 61, to
compensate, or alternatively, fit longer push rods.

Rocker Arm Lightening.
For race engines, these can be reshaped as illustrated to improve the
strength and reduce the weight. As this work is very labour intensive we
would suggest that you carry out these alterations yourself.

Remove the shaded areas to lighten standard
rockers, its also useful to polish them.

Rocker Arm Spacers.
These are a set of three spacers which
replace the standard springs between the
rocker arms on the shaft. The springs exert
substantial side loading on the rockers to ensure they are correctly
positioned to the valves. The spacers are designed so that the rockers can
revolve without any side loading and therefore less restrictions. The
spacers may require some machining work to ensure that the positions are
correct. They help retain oil where its needed and add stiffness.
A very effective and inexpensive modification.

Rocker Pedestal Shims, TT1910.
These are available at a set depth to allow for a nominal skim of the
cylinder head. The shim is specially designed to allow for the oil supply to
the rear rocker pedestal.
Also use when fitting performance High Lift camshaft.
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Rocker Arm Action cont...

Roller Rocker Conversion, TT1048.
Don’t forget, we supply a Roller Rocker conversion, which is the ultimate
solution to traditional rocker gear vagaries; ie. Every problem is eradicated.
NOTE; when installing Roller Rockers the push rod length must be correct!

High Pressure External Rocker Oil Feed Kit, TT1026.
The cause of most failures in the rocker gear is the lack of oil, this kit will
overcome the problem for all cars, road or race. This specially designed
high pressure external rocker oil feed kit improves oil pressure at the
rocker shaft by giving a constant oil supply directly from the cylinder head
oil passage.

Push Rods.
The standard push rod is adequate for road use, however, we would
recommend using tubular type for sprint/racing.
We offer the Tubular steel push rod for standard or high compression
cylinder heads. The push rods have machined ends and are press fitted to
the tubular bar, so that they can be amended in length to suit individual
requirements if necessary. On fitting check the rocker geometry. See
Rocker Arm Action opposite.

Camshafts.
For detailed listings and specification/use, please refer to pages 62/63.

Lightened and Hardened Cam Followers.
When changing the camshaft, you must fit new cam followers, otherwise
your new cam will not last very long. The amount of weight that the
camshaft has to lift each time restricts the revving capabilities of the
engine, therefore the use of our lighter cam follower, TT1009, is strongly
recommended. The lighter variety will also reduce loading on the camshaft
lobes for extended life. The length is only slightly reduced to enable the
high ride thrust of modern high lift camshafts to be coped with.
Oil drilled for extra cam lobe lubrication.

General Engine Preparation

When carrying out any engine rebuild, it is very important to use an
accurate workshop manual, this should be a genuine version as these tend
to give the various model changes and the correct torque settings.
When building any engine, the only correct way is to make sure that the
area being used for assembly is clean, not to mention the components
themselves prior to assembly, so that there is no chance of unwanted bits
getting into the engine. If you are not sure of the correct assembly
procedure, follow the workshop manual closely.
Full engine preparation will include some or all of the following modifica-
tions, depending on your own requirements.
Here we shown some formulae which are useful when modifying an engine.

Swept Volume = πr2h = 3.142 x (1/2 bore diameter) 2 x stroke
Cubic Capacity = swept volume x no. of cylinders
Compression Ratio = swept volume (divide by sign here) chamber volume
chamber volume where chamber volume includes gasket, piston (if dished)
and amount of deck height as well.
All dimensions should be in centimetres, though of course inches are a
more popular measurement in the USA.

Cylinder Block & Components

The block must be cleaned thoroughly before any machining work is
carried out and then again afterwards. The cleaning should cover the
oilways and waterways to make sure that the fluids will flow correctly.

Oilways.
The cleaning of the oilways will require the removal of the screwed plugs
in the engine block and when re-assembling use a suitable thread sealant. 
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Pedestal Shim - TT1910.

Note: Do Not use lower spring collars with the inner
springs when fitting TriumphTune valve springs.

Alternatively use TriumphTune
shortened push rods.

Clearance of 0.09”
needed here.



Central hole to suit
oil pick-up.

1” Strip to
increase
capacity.

Upper Plate.

Lower Plate.
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Cylinder Block & Components cont...

The machining left-overs or fazes, need to be removed whilst this work is
carried out.

Waterways.
Make sure that all deposits are removed to ensure adequate water flow,
this is essential if larger capacity is being used. This often requires hammer
and chisel work around No. 4 liner area.

Cylinder Bores.
When carrying out re-boring work make sure that the piston supplier’s
recommendations are complied with, though new liners are usually a less
expensive option.

Main Bearing Caps.
The standard cap does not normally require any change although the
‘smoothing’ of the surface will tend to strengthen the unit.
Polish, smooth and shot-peen the caps to relieve surface stress and
reshape to give a uniform cross section.
It is possible - especially for racing use, to increase the oil supply to the
centre main as this in turn supplies the con-rods. Drill out the feed hole to
5/16”, entry is made from oil gallery end. The distributor bush will also
require removal. Ensure all oil ways are clear not only of deposits, but also
of excess swarf from production machining.

Oil Pump.
Always use a new oil pump or rotor assembly and preferably improve it’s
capacity - especially for competition work, by carrying out the following;
Reduce the end float of the spindle/base plate, this will then restrict
pressure loss.
Make sure that the rotor clearances are as small as possible, as again this
will improve the pumps performance.
Always check that the rotor edges are smooth to reduce the chances of
them picking up on the top or bottom plates.
Check that the new pump outlet aligns with the cylinder block inlet
aperture, amend as necessary.

Oil Pressure Relief Valve.
The valve itself is recommended to be seated into the block, so that the oil
will not leak past easily. The spring pressure may need to be increased to
improve the overall oil pressure, especially when an oil cooler is being
used. If the TriumphTune (uprated) spring is fitted make sure that there are
no extra washers also installed. Always fit a new relief valve spring when
rebuilding the engine.

Flywheel.
Lightening of the flywheel, to reduce the rotating weight, will enable the
engine to pick up and rev easier which is highly recommended for fast road
cars, not to mention cars prepared for competition. This work is usually
carried out to your own unit at the same time as balancing. Alternatively
you can fit one of our lightweight steel flywheels. See page 51.

Cylinder Block & Components cont...

Con Rods.
When rebuilding an engine always use new con rod bolts, replace the little
end bushes and ream to size.
For normal use, the standard con-rods are maintained, although they can
be lightened to improve the strength (as illustrated). Unfortunately, the cost
of us carrying out this modification is prohibitive as a service because of
the labour time required.
A; Check the rod for twist and bend defects, and also the big end for an 

out-of-round condition, replace any that are faulty.
B; Check the overall length to make sure they are all equal.
C; Check the little end bushes and replace, line bore to size.

Pistons.
For a road car the standard piston is perfectly satisfactory. We would not
recommend the use of forged or race pistons for road use, unless it was
originally designed for both applications.

Piston Rings.
Before final installation check that the width of ring is correct for your
piston. Modify the ring ends after the gaps have been set, so that the edges
do not dig into the bores.

Oil Seals.
The standard crankshaft oil seals, front and rear, should be replaced at any
rebuild, the Scroll type entirely and just the rubber on the lip seal type. The
rear scroll type seal should be centralised carefully to stop oil leaks at high
engine speeds.

Crankshaft & Camshaft Timing Chain & Gears.
If a performance camshaft profile is being used, we recommend that you fit
a new timing chain and check the gears. Always fit a new chain tensioner.

Tensioner.
The standard tensioner should be replaced if a new chain or gear set is
being fitted.

Sump.
For a road car it is not essential to carry out any changes, but for competition
use the sump must be Baffled to stop the oil surging away from the oil pump
when cornering.
Details as per the diagrams, if the capacity is
increased, then extend the oil pickup pipe to suit.

Polish only.
Do Not Remove Any Material.

Arrows show areas for lightening.

Equalise.

Reduce up to 30%.

Equalise both sides.

Remove cup and up to 25% only.

Full race - Polish & shot-peen
whole assembly after reshaping.

TWIST.                                                  BEND.

Baffled Sump.
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Roll Bars Competition

Not Suitable For Road Use. 
These high quality bars are Jig built in 1.5” CDS (Cold Drawn Seamless)
tubular steel, they are made to MSA/FIA specification. Finished in black,
they are supplied with the necessary fittings.
Our FIA competition roll bars are similar in style and finish to our National
style road bars. They also have a extra diagonal brace towards the driver for
further strength and integrity. NOTE; Front Cage; Due to the forever changing
safety regulations controlled by the RAC, we are re-developing our front
cage system, for latest information please call your local Moss branch.

Front Cage;
TR2/TR3 Please Enquire
TR4/TR4A Please Enquire

Rear Bar;
TR2/TR3 TT7053
TR4/TR4A Narrow Fitting TT7153
TR4/TR4A Wide Fitting TT7253

Door Bars.
We also supply door bars for extra protection.

Door Bars (Cut To Fit) ADB112
Door Bars (Universal) TMG70756

Seat Harnesses

Our seat belts/harnesses are manufactured in the U.K. to exacting
standards. Our high quality Securon 4 point harness kits do not
include crotch, shoulder strap pads, or eye bolts (4 bolts per
harness), all these items must be ordered separately.

Race Harness & Mountings; Red Black
(03) 4 Point Harness Kit TT7965 N/A

Crotch Strap TT7966 N/A
(04) Shoulder Strap Pad (Pair) TT7970 TT79702

Eye Bolts (Pair) TT7967 N/A
Reinforcing Plates (Pair) TT7968 N/A
(Not FIA/Motorsport Approved).

AERO ROLL BAR . NATIONAL ROLL BAR . COMPETITION ROLL CAGE . SEAT HARNESSES
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Performance & Tuning

On the following pages, you will find a range of quality components that will
generally improve the performance and handling of your classic. Please
Don’t Forget, before increasing the power output and speed of any vehicle,
you should ensure that your brakes, steering, chassis etc can cope with 
the modifications.

Roll Bars

Road Use Only.
Roll bars not only look good, they are a vital piece of safety equipment for
all Convertibles. Our high quality roll bars come with all necessary fittings
and full installation/fitting instructions.
Narrow fitment bars mount neatly on the differential cover area between
the wheel arches. Wide fitment roll bars are mounted on the main floor and
on top of the wheel arches. Note: Wide fitting bars reduce rearward seat
movement by approx. 2.5” (50mm). Choose between the Aero or National
style bars.

Aero Style Roll Bar - Road Use Only.
The Aero style roll bar is manufactured from high quality tubular steel and
is vinyl covered for that luxurious appearance.

TR2/TR3 Narrow Fitting TT7051
(01) TR4/TR4A Narrow Fitting TT7151

TR4/4A Wide Fitting/Surrey Top TT7251A
TR4/TR4A Wide Fitting TT7251

National Style Roll Bar - Road Use Only.
Our National style roll bar is of the single hoop design with twin back-stays.
Manufactured from high quality tubular steel, they are painted black to give
that true sports car look.

TR2/TR3 Narrow Fitting TT7050
(02) TR4/TR4A Narrow Fitting TT7150

TR4/4A Wide Fitting/Surrey Top TT7250A
TR4/TR4A Wide Fitting TT7250
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01Aero Roll Bar 02National Roll Bar 03Seat Harness
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Lightened Body Panels

Jim Clark was probably the quickest Grand Prix driver of the early 1960s.
Allegedly a shy person, on the rare occasions he was interviewed,
everyone listened. When asked how he drove so quickly, one word was
adequate... concentration. His boss, Colin Chapman might have hoped it
was something to do with his Lotus F1 cars. He is one of several people
credited with saying a variation on the add lightness theme. He certainly
did that.

The harder any vehicle is driven, the faster parts wear out. A reduction in
all-up weight will slow this process. Let’s start the lightening though, where
it doesn’t cost anything, by emptying the car of all unnecessary bric-a-brac,
back onto the garage shelves. Lightweight outer body panels will give you
a an appreciable saving in weight, and they don’t have to be fitted in pairs
or sets, merely as required. By the time the panel(s) are fitted and painted
the material cost is not significant.

TR2/TR3 GRP Fibreglass Body Panels

This range of products are made from good quality fire retardant fibreglass
to original patterns. The stocked range is in road weight specification. Race
weight panels are available to special order.

Bonnet TT7007
TR2/TR3 Style Front Apron TT7001A
TR3A Style Front Apron TT7001
TR3A Style Grille 802174
TR2/3/3A Front Wing (RH) TT7006
TR3B Front Wing (RH) TT7006B
TR2/3/3A Front Wing (LH) TT7005
TR3B Front Wing (LH) TT7005B
Door Sill Panel (RH) TT7009
Door Sill Panel (LH) TT7008
TR2/3/3A Rear Wing (RH) TT7011
TR3B Rear Wing (RH) TT70116B
TR2/3/3A Rear Wing (LH) TT7010
TR3B Rear Wing (LH) TT7010B
Boot Lid Outer Panel Only TT7013
Rear Valance Assembly TT7014

LIGHTENED (GRP) FIBREGLASS BODY PANELS . ALUMINIUM TR4A BODY PANELS

Performance
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05Lightened Body Panels

GRP Fibreglass Body Panels

This range of products are made from good quality fire retardant fibreglass
to original patterns. The stocked range is in road weight specification.
Race weight panels are available to special order.

Bonnet Assembly TT7107
Bonnet Shell Only (Race Use) TT7107A
Upper Valance TT7101
Lower Valance TT7102
Front Wing (RH) TT7106
Front Wing (LH) TT7105
Gearbox Cover 713569FG
Plastic Gearbox Cover 713569SAP
Tunnel Cover 809046FG
Rear Wing (RH) TT7111
Rear Wing (LH) TT7110
Boot Lid TT7113
Rear Valance Assembly TT7114
Backlight Frame 566993X
Perspex Backlight 902343X
Surrey Roof Top 566994X

Aluminium Body Panels For TR4A

Aluminium panels will give you even more weight savings.
Front Wing (RH) 950110AL
Front Wing (LH) 950109AL
Door Skin (RH) 812776AL
Door Skin (LH) 812775AL
Rear Wing (RH) 850476AL
Rear Wing (LH) 850475AL
Boot Lid 813650A
Surrey Top Roof 903979

Fire Extinguisher

Fights A, B & C Fires*. Better to be safe than sorry. Keep one of these compact
fire extinguishers in  the garage, or even in the cockpit, it may just save
your car, or a life. It has a easy to read pressure gauge and comes with
mounting bracket. Not FIA/Comp legal.
(07) Chrome Finish 1kg MXV9002

Carbon Effect Finish 600gm MXV9001

(05)

(06)
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Moss TriumphTune 
Extractor Sports Manifolds

Tubular exhaust manifolds are the
first step to improve power output.
They improve exhaust gas flow allowing
the engine to breathe far more efficiently -
unlike the restrictive basic unit.
Our tubular manifolds are produced using mandrel
bending equipment to give full diameter pipe bends.
Moss TriumphTune extractor manifolds are designed
to be used with Moss TriumphTune GT Performance
exhaust systems. For full details of mountings and
fittings, please refer to the Restoration
Section of this catalogue.

TR2, TR3/TR3A & TR4 Extractor Manifold System.
For Moss TriumphTune single pipe performance exhaust system TT5001 & FS5001.
Extractor manifold, Y Piece and connecting pipe replace standard down pipe.
Extractor Manifold;

Low Port TR2 NCA
TR3-4 High Port;

2 Piece Mild Steel TT1100
(01) 2 Piece Stainless Steel TT1100S

2 Piece Larger Primaries S/Steel (Fast Road/Sport*) TT1130S
2 Piece Larger Primaries S/Steel (Full Race Only**) TT1130RS
Y Piece Adaptor Stainless Steel TR3/4 TT5019S
Connecting Pipe Stainless Steel TR3/4 TT5027S
(Note; Y piece, TT5019S, connects manifold to single intermediate 
pipe, TT5027, that connects the Y piece to the sports system).
(*Note; Manifold, TT1130S, is included in our competition systems, TTK1120/ 
TTk1121). (**Note; Full Race Manifold, TT1130RS, can be substituted for, 
TT1130S, but is only suitable for 89mm engines).

TR4A Extractor Manifold System.
For Moss TriumphTune single pipe performance exhaust system, TT5101,
and FS5101, and for twin pipe/silencer system. Note; Extractor manifold and Y
piece replace standard down pipe, connector pipe/front silencer box.
Extractor Manifold;

2 Piece Mild Steel TT1100
2 Piece Stainless Steel TT1100S
2 Piece Larger Primaries S/Steel (Fast Road/Sport*) TT1130S
2 Piece Larger Primaries S/Steel (Full Race**) TT1130RS

Y Piece Adaptor TR4A - Connects Manifold To Sports Exhaust;
1 Piece Mild Steel HRSU1358
1 Piece Stainless Steel FSTH56

2 Piece Stainless Steel;
(The 2 piece version makes things more versatile and adaptable).

Y Piece Stainless Steel TT5019S
Connecting Pipe Stainless Steel TT5027S
(*Note; Manifold, TT1130S, is included in our competition systems, TTK1120/ 
TTk1121). (**Note; Full race Manifold, TT1130RS, can be substituted 
for, TT1130S, but is only suitable for 89mm engines).

Moss TriumphTune Performance
Sports Exhaust Systems

These Performance Silencer systems, which
have polished 45mm tail pipes, are specif-

ically designed for each model. They
are designed to fit with  our range

of extractor sports manifolds,
but can be used with

standard manifold/
down-pipes.

03

Sports Exhaust Systems cont...

Single pipe systems come complete with fitting kit.
GT Single Pipe Systems Mild Steel Stainless Steel
(02) TR2/3/4* TT5001 FS5001

TR4A** TT5101 FS5101
(*To connect to sports tubular manifold, this system requires a front Y 
piece, TT5019S and connector pipe, TT5027S). (**To connect to sports 
tubular manifold, this system requires a front Y piece, HRSU1358, in mild 
steel, or, FSTH56, in stainless steel. Alternatively you can use a 2 piece con-
necting system by ordering TT5019S, Y piece and TT5027S, connecting pipe).

TR4A GT Twin Pipe System.
This system is for TR4A models where you wish to retain the twin silencer
design, but with more efficient silencers. Note; this twin pipe system, which
uses 18” oval silencers, is only available as separate components. Fitting
kit is supplied separately. To connect to our sports tubular manifold, this
system requires a 1 piece front Y piece, HRSU1358 in mild steel, or FSTH56
in stainless steel. Alternatively you can use a 2 piece connecting system by
ordering TT5019S, Y Piece and TT5027S, connecting pipe.

TR4A Twin Pipe System Mild Steel Stainless Steel
Rear Y Pipe Large HRSU1225 FSTH54
Stepped Adaptor Pipe To Silencers N/A TT5913SS

(03) Rear Silencer 18” Oval (2 Reqd) TT5209 FSTH73
Fitting Kit GFK6310X N/A

Moss TriumphTune
Competition Exhaust Systems

These exhaust systems include stainless steel manifold, intermediate
pipes and large bore single rear silencer - with rolled lip finish. Pipes are
made of polished 304 stainless steel, and all systems include a fitting kit. A
full race large bore system is also available for TR3-4-4A, please contact
your local Moss branch for more details. Note; Both systems include our
tubular manifold TT1130S, with large primary pipes, suitable for fast road/
competition, both systems however can be ordered with our full race manifold,
TT1130RS, but this specification is only suitable for 89mm engines.
Competition Exhaust Systems Stainless Steel;
(04) TR3/4 (Non-Bomb Type Starter) TTK1120

TR4A TTK1121

Falcon Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems 

If you wish to keep your car exhaust system standard, but would prefer
to fit stainless steel, then look no further. For full details of fittings and
mountings please refer to the restoration section.
Falcon Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems;
(05) Standard System TR2-4 FSTR24

Twin Silencers TR4A (Early Cars) FSTR24AT
Cross Box TR4A FSTR24AC

02
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Exhaust Fitting Kits

These exhaust fitting kits are for Falcon stainless steel and standard mild
steel systems.
Exhaust Fitting Kits;

TR2/TR3B GFK6130
TR4 GFK6210X

(06) TR4A (Twin Box) GFK6310X
TR4A (Cross Box) GFK6320X

Manifold & Exhaust Insulation Wrap

Thermo-Tec Exhaust Insulation Wrap.
This easy to fit insulation product can help increase power and economy,
and can reduce engine compartment temperatures by up to 70% - which
will help prolong the life of electrical components and cables. It also
protects against burns when you are doing engine maintenance. 
By insulating the exhaust manifold and pipe work, a higher temperature is
maintained internally, promoting a faster exit velocity of exhaust gases
which increases negative pressure, scavenging. This increases the flow of
incoming air resulting in cooler fuel being inducted into the engine.
Every 10 degree drop in intake temperature increases horsepower by
approx. 1% - resulting in more power per litre.
This race proven product from Thermo-Tec is manufactured from Silica
based yarns, is unaffected by oil or water, will withstand temperatures of
up to 1000 degree Celsius, and does not contain asbestos.

Hycote Paint.
The extra resins and binders in this product will help to protect and preserve
your insulation wrap.

Snap-Straps.
Unless you want to skin your knuckles and use clips to retain the insulation
material, we suggest you use our Snap-Strap fasteners. They are quicker
to fit and, they cost less!

Thermo-Tec Exhaust Insulation Wrap;
(Insulating a 2” diameter pipe using 2” wide wrap, a 50’ roll covers approx. 13 ft of pipe).

1” x 15’ Roll - Natural GAC150
1” x 15’ Roll - Black GAC151
2” x 15’ Roll - Natural GAC152
2” x 15’ Roll - Black GAC153

Hy-Cote Paint 400ml Aerosol;
Natural GAC160
Black GAC161

Snap-Strap Kit;
5’ Roll (5 Clips) GAC158
25’ Roll (25 Clips) GAC159

Newtronic Ignition

Newtronic, formerly Piranha, offers the benefits of a full electronic ignition
system utilising an optical trigger pick-up, operated via a scanning disc
mounted on the distributor shaft. Kits include power pack, switch, and
adaptor kit. For fast road/competition, use the gold switch unit and adaptor
kit with a 12v sports coil. Please check distributor type before ordering as
your car may have a non-original distributor fitted.

Lucas Distributors; Conversion Kits Adaptor Kits
(07) 22D/23D/25D Negative Earth TT2970 TT2980-01

22D/23D/25D Positive Earth TT2970/PO N/A
43D/44D/45D TT2971 TT2980-09

Power Packs For Adaptor Kits;
Standard Negative Earth N/A TT2977
Standard Pack Positive Earth TT2977P N/A
Gold (Sports) Negative Earth N/A TT2978
Gold (Sports) Positive Earth TT2978P N/A

06Exhaust Fitting Kit

08Lumenition Ignition07Newtronic Ignition

Lumenition Ignition

Lumenition electronic ignition kits are well known as being among the
finest after-market electronic ignition systems available. This system
basically replaces both the contact points and condenser with an optical
switch and power module. The power module is an electronic device that
receives a pulse from the optical trigger which switches the coil. The
trigger eliminates contact bounce, arcing, mechanical wear and spark
splatter, reducing maintenance and increasing reliability. With minimal
wiring and modifications this kit is very discreet. Note; Installation of a
power module requires a Distributor fitting kit.

A Performance Ignition kit is available, it includes a power module and a
high output coil. The Microcircuit control of the coil current gives optimum
performance across high engine speed ensuring maximum spark energy at
the coil. A fitting kit, to suit the distributor application, is also required.
Positive earth wiring instructions are available from your branch. Please
check your distributor type before ordering the fitting kit as many cars have
non-original distributors fitted. The identification number is cast on the
distributor body.

Please check your distributor type before ordering the fitting kit as many
cars have non-original distributors fitted. The identification number is cast
on the distributor body. Distributor fitting kits are NOT available for Lucas
DM2P4 type distributors as originally used, TR2-3.

(08) Performance Ignition Kit (All Models) CEK150
(Kit includes Power Module and Coil. Distributor fitting kit required).
Power Module (All Models) PMA50
(Distributor fitting kit required).

Power Module Mounting Bracket MK006
(Optional item, tidies up installation).

Lucas Distributor Fitting Kits;
(09) 22D/23D/25D LFK116

43D/44D/45D LFK117

Performance Ignition Coil (All Models) LMS4
(Replacement unit, output matched to Power Module).

1” x 50’ Roll - Natural GAC154
1” x 50’ Roll - Black GAC155
2” x 50’ Roll - Natural GAC156
2” x 50’ Roll - Black GAC157
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Lumenition Magnetronic System

A budget electronic ignition conversion for owners who prefer to keep 
the look original, as the parts are neatly contained in the distributor. This
system utilises the proven Hall Effect magnetic pick-up with a unique
triggering device.
Magnetronic Ignition Kit;
(01) Lucas 25D4 Distributors MTK003

Lucas 45D4 Distributors MTK007
Instruction Sheet MTK106

Performance Ignition Coil.
Replacement unit, output matched to Magnetronic system.

All Models LMS3

SmoothCut Rev Limiter

Perhaps you don’t use your
car flat out, but this could
save an expensive bill if the
engine attempts to over rev.
The road use rev limiter
comes preset for four
cylinder cars to 6000rpm. It

allows use of full throttle up to the
limit, at which point power is gradually reduced.  This unit can be preset to
the customer’s specification; please ask for details. The competition unit is
fully adjustable and works by progressively mis-timing the spark -
preventing an increase in engine speed, and reducing the possibility of
damage to your engine and wallet!

Road Use TT2987
(02) Competition Use RL5

Lucas Sports Coils

Lucas sports coils are designed to improve ignition performance. They give
more reliable starting power and greater performance at high rev’s thanks
to the 40,000 volt output.
Don’t forget to renew the plugs and leads to optimise the power.
Note; your HT Lead will have to be converted to Push-in.
(03) 12 Volt Sports Coil TT2981

Push-In Connector (Each) GCL1110

High Performance Ignition Leads

Get the spark from your sports coil with Silicone leads. Designed to perform.
Silicone leads transmit greater energy to the spark plug creating a stronger
spark and, the silicone insulation is able to withstand much higher temper-
atures, improving reliability.

HT Lead Set For;
(04) Lucas 25D4 Distributors TT1172

Lucas 45D4 Distributors TT1472

NGK Spark Plugs & Caps

You’ve fitted a sports coil, Performance leads, now change the plugs.
TR2-4A NGK Spark Plugs;

Standard/Fast Road BP6HS
(05) Fast Road/Sport BP7HS

Full Race BP7HCS

NGK Plug Caps;
Straight (Each) NSB5

(06) 60 Degree (Each) NYB5
90 Degree (Each) NLB5

Bumble Bee Competition Ignition Lead

If you want performance leads, but want to keep the period look, then these
are for you. The leads are yellow with a black trace. Use with waterproof
NGK Plug Caps.
(07) Competition Lead (Sold Per Metre) TT2982M

Aluminium Distributor Pedestal

A light alloy duplicate of the original cast iron unit. For those seriously
trying to lose weight. For full details of distributors please refer to the
restoration section.
(08) Aluminium Distributor Pedestal 201623ALI

BRADFORD 01274 735 537 . BRISTOL 0117 923 2523 . DARLINGTON 01325 281 343
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03Sports Coil

04Silicone HT Leads

05NGK Spark Plugs

07Bumble Bee Leads
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Uprated Lucas Distributors

Specially modified distributor unit with an improved advance curve to suit
the modified engine, especially if a performance camshaft is fitted. It may be
necessary to change your spark plugs for ones with a different heat range.
Uprated Distributor;
(09) New Type 45D With Vacuum Unit TT1171

New Type 45D Without Vacuum Unit TT1173
Advance Spring Set (Modified) TT1903
(Set of 5, specially selected range of distributor advance springs, to 
allow your own unit to be adjusted to suit the engine’s requirements).

Mallory Twin Point Distributors

All engines, especially tuned/modified units, benefit from a strong spark
being delivered at the right time. When you fit a Mallory twin point high
performance distributor, that is exactly what you will get.
Mallory distributors allow you to fine tune the ignition timing, especially
when used with the optional advance curve kit. All our Mallory distributors
are only suitable replacements for vehicles specified with Lucas
distributors. Units do not come with tachometer drive.

(10) Mallory Distributor MM143-180
Distributor Cap MM143-175
Contact Points (2 Reqd) MM143-185
Rotor Arm MM143-190
Condenser MM143-195
Advance Curve Spring Kit MM143-235
(A selection of advance springs of various weights that allow you 
to finally tune the Mallory distributor. Comes complete with detailed 
instructions and advance curve diagrams).

Non-Leak 12 Volt Battery

This battery is suitable for most 12 volt applications. Because this sealed
battery will not leak acid - even when split, it really is a must for all road
users, especially when the car is used at speed or for competition. Its safe
design also means that it can be shipped by mail-order.
(11) 12 Volt Non-Leak Battery MXV1129X

(20cm x 20cm x 13cm).

Battery Isolator Switches

Obligatory on competition cars, battery cut-out switches are a good idea
for all cars. Fitting one to the main battery cable, between the battery and
the starter solenoid, enables you to quickly isolate the battery and
immobilise the car. Ideal when working on the electrical and/or fuel system,
especially if you intend to put your car into storage.

Battery Isolator/Cut-Out Switch;
Removable Key Type Switch BCS201

(12) RAC Period Style Switch 1B2804
(13) FIA Competition Specification TT7962

(Removable key type).
Cable For TT7962 TT79621
Spare Key For BCS201 & TT7962 TT79641
Terminal Ring (Each) LUCWB600
Terminal Rubber Cap (Each) 8G548

Pre-Engaged Geared High Torque Starter Motors

These brand new, non-exchange, powerful, lightweight starter motors are
High Torque, meaning they will not suffer the same fate as the original
‘Inertia’ type, especially on high compression engines and, they are a direct
replacement. No more costly motor rebuilds or excessive battery drain.

High Torque Starter Motors;
TR2-TR3A To TS50000+ 201906X

(14) TR2-TR3A To TS50000+ 201906XSP**
(+Shrink on flywheel).
TR3A From TS50001++ GEU4412X
TR4 & 4A++ GEU4412X
(++Bolt on flywheel).
(**This high performance starter motor is aimed specifically at 
TR2/3’s fitted with the shrink-on type ring gear/and or fitted with High  
Compression engines, 9.5:1 - 12.5:1).
(To fit this starter motor, 201906XSP, you will need to fit a new ring 
gear, 201350. No other modification is required. Note: Always check 
first that your TR is fitted with the flywheel/ring gear you think it is, 
these starters DO NOT interchange).

10Mallory Distributor 11Non-Leak Battery

13Battery Switch

14Started Motor09tributor
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Dis-Car-Nect

When leaving your car, simply remove the knob to isolate the starter circuit.
The 16amp by-pass fuse will maintain current to all other electrical circuits,
radio memory, alarm etc...
Because the starter draws more than 150amps, any attempt to connect
hot-wire, the starter motor will instantly cause the fuse to blow. This
immobilises the car until the knob is replaced.
Should this happen, simply replace the 16amp fuse at a convenient time. As
an added advantage, if you unscrew the knob and remove the fuse, Dis-
car-Nect will prevent battery drain if you intend to store your car. Supplied
with nylon carry case.
(01) Dis-Car-Nect GAC9980X

Spare Knob GAC9981
Replacement Fuse GAC9982

Battery Quick Bolts

These Quick Bolts have a camming system to clamp down on the battery
posts. Simply replace the bolts in your cable ends with Quick Bolts and you
can connect or remove the cables without tools.
(02) Battery Quick Bolt (Pair) MM900-015
General Use/Heavy Duty Battery Cable;

Black (Sold Per Foot) CQB301
Red (Sold Per Foot) CQB304

TR2/4 Alternator Conversion

There is no simple kit that can be offered to convert the cars still struggling
on with a dynamo - to an alternator system. Over the years many TR2-4A’s
have acquired narrow belt conversions - while there will be many who 
are determined to retain the wide belt, even though its many negative
points are well known. The conversion components are also listed
individually for replacement spares servicing in the future, and to assist
those who may wish to source some of their own components and obtain
a bespoke system.
(03) Alternator Fitting Kit (All Models) TTK3020

Spacer (1 Reqd) 147472
Adjustment Link (1 Reqd) 142134
Through Spacer Bolt (1 Reqd) BH605221
Plain Washer (4 Reqd) GHF301
Nyloc Nut (1 Reqd) GHF272
Link To Water Pump Housing Screw (1 Reqd) GHF163
Locking Washer (2 Reqd) GHF332
Alternator To Pedestal Bolt (1 Reqd) 51K1774
Belt Adjustment Screw (1 Reqd) SH605081
On Screw Nut (1 Reqd) GHF201

Now Choose Your Alternator & Loom;
Standard Alternator 16 Acr, 36 Amp GEU2211M

(04) Uprated Alternator 18 Acr, 45 Amp GEU2206M
Fan (All Models) AAU3956A
(Not recommended for race applications).
Wiring Loom TR2-4 To CT14913 TTK3020LA
Wiring Loom TR4 From CT14913 & TR4A TTK3020LB

Associated Parts.
This section ensures the kit will match up to your TR and that the mating
parts are in satisfactory condition, preventing premature failure, due to the
alternator rattling loose, for instance, which would invalidate the warranty.

Pedestal (All Models) (1 Reqd) 59015
Plain To Pedestal Washer (1 Reqd) GHF304
Bracket To Block (1 Reqd) 58912
Bracket To Block Screw (3 Reqd) SH505061
Locking Washer Under Screw (3 Reqd) GHF332

Narrow Belt Conversion Kit

There will be many who will wish to seize the opportunity to fit a narrow
belt conversion at this time and also ensure the life of that precious
crankshaft with the harmonic damper included in this kit.
Every modern car is fitted with a damper, so this must be the key to engine
harmonic stress elimination within older engines.
This kit includes crank harmonic damper, spacer, bolt, washer, alternator
pulley,  aluminium, water pump pulley and Fan Belt.
TR2/4 Damped Narrow Belt Kit;
(See also un-damped kit opposite).
(05) Damped Narrow Belt Kit TT1132

The damped pulley conversion requires the use of an electric fan and
removal of the fan and fan hub extension - which is obviously the best way
to go. For those who are determined to retain the original, rather
agricultural, fan arrangement, we can supply the correct crankshaft pulley,
107252A, which does allow this if used in conjunction with the water pump
pulley, 105537A and the alternator pulley required for your application.
(06) Alloy Crankshaft Pulley 107252A
(07) Alloy Water Pump Pulley 105537A

Lastly, unless you are retaining your old wide belt pulley, you now need 
to choose the pulley to enable a perfect match of alternator performance
to your TR’s use. Only one of the 4 listed is essential, though you might 
wish to select more, for instance if the car is used for occasional
competition use. All these are for narrow belts. If you are retaining the wide
belt, ignore this list.
As the wide belt stretches, it may be necessary to re-install the old
adjustment link to obtain sufficient adjustment

Pulley 2.5” Diameter AEU1238
(For normal road work. Use with fan belt GCB10965).
Pulley 2.75” Diameter 12G1054
(For fast road work. Use with fan belt GCB10975).
Pulley 4.5” Alloy. CAEA535
(For competition use only. Use with fan belt GCB11000).
Pulley 4.5” Alloy Reverse Flow 102266A
(Competition use only without fan. Use with fan belt GCB11000).
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Narrow Belt Conversion Kit cont...

Note; If TT1132 is to be fitted, this kit includes the correct pulley and fan
belt, this arrangement works well for just about any type of use. Fitting
instructions are included covering all vehicles currently fitted with an
original starter motor and solenoid. Pre-engaged Geared starters may
require a different arrangement as the solenoid may have been removed.
All TR’s fitted with an alternator MUST be converted to negative earth, the
coil leads will also need swapping over. This may affect some car radios.
This Narrow Belt kit allows the original fan and fan hub extension to be
retained. This kit must not to be used for competition purposes.

TR2/4 Un-Damped Narrow Belt Kit TT1132A
(With un-damped alloy crankshaft pulley).

The Following Parts Are Available Separately;
Un-Damped Alloy Crankshaft Pulley 107252A
Alloy Water Pump Pulley 105537A
Fan Belt GCB10975

Aluminium Radiators

These well engineered aluminium radiators give you a weight saving of approx
50%. With high density core with polished end tanks and standard fixing brackets.
(08) With Neck Extension TR2, TR3, TR4 400412AL

Without Neck Extension TR4 402001AL
TR4A 307309AL

Aluminium Water Pump Housing

For those determined to lose weight, this replicates to the original cast iron
unit but in light alloy. It is also relieved at the top to allow fitment of a
seriously skimmed cylinder head.

Alloy Water Pump Housing 057014A

Uprated Water Pump

Our Up-rated Water Pumps should appeal to owners of early TR’s with an
up-rated engine or cars where the cooling capacity seems marginal or
inadequate. The uprated pump is fitted with a six bladed curved impeller,
which roughly doubles the coolant flow.

Uprated Water Pump With Pulley 501488X
(09) Uprated Water Pump Without Pulley QHQCP170X

Silicone Water Hoses

Fit & Forget.
Silicone Radiator Hoses;

Radiator Top Hose GRH453X
Bypass Hose 105598X
Intermediate Hose GRH389X
Bottom Hose GRH389X

Silicone Heater Inlet & Outlet Hose;
TR2/3/3A Models Only 602057X
(For TR4/TR4A applications, simply purchase 1 x 602057X and cut to 
length to duplicate the original hoses).

Kenlowe Electric Cooling Fan

Kenlowe electric fans are a replacement for the standard mechanical fan.
Fitting a Kenlowe fan will reduce the engine warm up time, prevent
excessive cooling and allow the engine to operate closer to its optimum
running temperature. Removal of the standard fan will help to reduce
engine noise, and help improve power/mpg. A manual over-ride switch is
available separately, allowing the fan to be operated at any time giving
maximum control of the engine’s temperature. Kit includes fan, motor,
thermostatic switch, wiring, mounting hardware and instructions.
Kenlowe Fan Kit & Switches;

10” Kenlowe Fan Kit TR2-3A TT29402
(11) 12” Kenlowe Fan Kit TR4/4A TT29422

Capillary Thermostatic Switch* TT2952
Manual Over-Ride Switch TT2948
Hose Seal For Thermostatic Switch TT2947
(Seal tends to degrade if used more than twice).
(*See also page 93 for improved Thermostatic switches and stainless 
steel water return pipes, item no 29).

Uprated Heater Kit

Our improved heater kits have an uprated motor and
high(er) volume fan.
Uprated Heater Kit;

TR2/3 700899X
TR4/4A 812301X

05Narrow Fan Belt Conversion Kit 08Aluminium Radiator

09Uprated Water Pump

11Kenlowe Cooling Fan Kit

10Silicone Hoses

06Crank Pulley 07Water Pump Pulley
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Uprated Oil Pump

As well as shaving an Alloy body, our uprated high capacity oil pump has a
large rotor with bronze drive bushes. End plate is sealed with O ring to
eliminate pressure bleed-off at low engine speed. Fits shortened race
sumps and the original filter gauze - without modification.
(04) Uprated Oil Pump 200155X

Oil Cooler Installation Kits

In modern traffic conditions, especially on long motorway journeys,
engines tend to run at high speeds for long periods, causing the oil to thin
and a reduction in pressure may occur. The fitting of an oil cooler will help
prevent the thinning of the oil and prevent possible engine damage.
Our oil cooler Installation kits are available separately, allowing you to
choose your oil cooler radiator, depending upon requirements, and include
rubber or braided stainless steel ready assembled hoses.
Standard Non-Thermostatic Kits.
These Installation kits include mounting brackets and unions with a choice
of rubber or stainless steel braided hoses. Note oil filters must be ordered
separately.
Thermostatic Kits.
We also supply thermostatic installation/conversion kits that use a full flow
thermostat which prevents cold start oil from going through the oil cooler
until the engine oil has reached its optimum operating temperature, giving
the engine a much quicker warm-up period.
These kits include mounting brackets, unions, thermostatic oil filter adaptor
(spin-on oil filter adaptor where appropriate), with a choice of rubber or
stainless steel braided hoses where appropriate. Note oil filters must be
ordered separately.

Rubber Braided
Oil Cooler Installation Kits; Hoses Hoses

TR2-4 Non-Thermo. (Use Standard Filter) TT1165 TT1167
(05) TR4A Non-Thermo. (Use Standard Filter) TT1168 TT1168S

TR2-4A Non-Thermo. (Reqs. Spin-On Filter) TT1068A* TT1068S*
TR2-4A Thermostatic (Use Standard Filter) TT1175 TT1175S
TR2-4A Thermostatic (Reqs. Spin-On Filter) TT1069A* TT1069S*
TR4/4A Remote Thermostatic Standard Filter TT1178 TT1178S

TR2/4A Spin-On Filter Cartridges;
*For Non-Thermostatic & Thermostatic Kits GFE166
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02Rocker Oil Feed Kit

Spin-On Oil Filter                  Adaptor

This adaptor makes changing the filter so much easier - and cleaner. The
simple conversion replaces the bowl and filter assembly, an anti-drain filter
is then fitted to the adaptor. Our kit includes both Purolator coarse and
Tecalamit fine threaded bolts.
TR2-4A Models;
(01) Adaptor No Oil Cooler TT10861

Oil Filter Cartridge GFE166

Oil Temperature           Gauge Adaptor

If your fitting an oil temperature gauge, use our in-line oil temperature adaptor.
With 1/2” Push-On Connections TT2969
With 1/2” Screw-In Connections TT29691
With 5/8” Push-On Connections TT29692
With 5/8” Screw-In Connections TT29693

Rocker Oil Feed Kit

This stainless steel braided hose supplies much needed oil direct to the
rocker assembly and minimises wear and damage. The adaptor fits neatly
in-line with the oil pressure switch, and the banjo connects to an existing
hole in the rear of the cylinder head.
(02) All Models TT1026

Alloy Oil Sump

The 4 cylinder TR’s were fitted with two different types of pressed steel
sumps. As these have been interchanged over the years, you must ensure
that the plug correctly fits the sump. If you are using a tapered plug and it
only engages on 2 or 3 threads, then plug (ULC1999) and washer (AUC2141)
will be required instead. However, if you fit an alloy sump, it will come with
the correct drain plug, plus an oil gauge fixing.
(03) Alloy Sump Tapered Plug Type (Road Use) 301318

Alloy Sump Tapered Plug Type (Full Race) 301318RACE
Magnesium Sump Super Light (Full Race) 301318M
Magnetic Oil Drain Plug Tapered 155660
Sump Gasket Set GEG248
Sump Fitting Kit 301318FK
(Incudes: correct length bolts and washers)

Uprated Oil Pump 05Oil Cooler Installation Kits & Hoses04
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11Standard Brake Kit 2

Brake Fluids

When Did You Last Change Your Brake Fluid?
If you have never replaced your brake fluid, we strongly recommend you
inspect all seals and hoses and replace as necessary.

Brake/Clutch Fluid;
Most modern day cars use DOT 4 clutch and brake hydraulic fluid - which
is the recommended minimum specification.
(08) 500ml GBF4102

1 litre GBF4103
5 litre GBF4104

DOT5 ABF Silicone Brake/Clutch Fluid;
This high performance fluid is Non-Hygroscopic, so it doesn’t promote rust
problems in the hydraulic system and won’t damage your paint work. When
silicone is in use it will provide years of trouble free braking.
(09) 500ml ABF3

1 litre ABF4

DOT5 ABF Racing Brake/Clutch Fluid;
Racing fluid, DOT 5 GBF5, really is the ultimate in brake fluid. Its anti-boil
properties mean that even when the brakes get hot the fluid will remain efficient,
rather than boiling locally into useless vapour - such as in the calipers. Due to its
high Hygroscopic nature, Racing fluid should be replaced annually otherwise
the integrity and effectiveness will be drastically reduced.
(10) 500ml GBF5102

1 litre GBF5103

Standard Brake Kits

Not only do you save money when you order one of our brake kits, but you
know you will have everything you need.
Important; These standard brake kits are only for vehicles with 1013/16”
front brake discs using Type C brake calipers and 9” rear brake systems.
TR4 using 16P calipers and all TR4A. For full details of these kits please
refer to the restoration section.
Brake Kit 1;

Standard Brake Discs, Pads, Shoes, 
Hoses & Fittings TGK130

Brake Kit 2;
(11) Standard Brake Discs, Pads & Shoes TGK133
Brake Kit 3;

Standard Brake Discs & Pads TGK135

08Brake Fluid

09Brake Fluid

10Brake Fluid

Oil Cooler Radiators

It is wise when modifying engines to allow for extra cooling, the oil should
not be allowed to run too cool or too hot as this can lead to rapid engine
wear. A 10 row radiator is suitable for road use, a 13 row for fast road/sport,
a 16 row for sport/sprints, and a 19 row for competition/race. Installation
kits are available separately, allowing you the choice of cooler depending
upon your application, and include ready assembled hoses.
Oil Cooler Radiator For 1/2” Hoses;

10 Row (Road) ARO9807
(06) 13 Row (Road/Sport) ARA221

16 Row (Sport) ARO9875
19 Row (Competition) ARO9888

Oil Cooler Radiator For 5/8” Hoses;
13 Row (Race) TT29631
16 Row (Race) TT29641
19 Row (Race) TT29651

Oil Cooler Thermostats

Use these thermostats if you already have an oil cooler fitted.

This standard oil thermostat has easy push fit connections for original rubber
hoses and is supplied with hose clips. Its function is to seal off the radiator
completely from oil flow until 74°C is reached.

Standard Oil Thermostat TT2960

The full flow system allows oil to pressurise the oil radiator at all times, but
restricts the oil to by-pass through the thermostat until 74°C is reached.
Full Flow Oil Thermostat;
(07) 1/2” Screw-In Connections TT29602

5/8” Push-On Connections TT29604
5/8” Screw-In Connections TT29603
(Push-On connections not recommended for competition applications).

Screw Unions (Pairs) For Hose Connection To Full Flow Thermostat;
1/2” Straight TT9961
5/8” Straight TT99611
1/2” 45° Degree TT9962
5/8” 45° Degree TT99621
1/2” 90° Degree TT9960
5/8” 90° Degree TT99601

06Oil Cooler Radiator

07Oil Thermostat
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Make Your Classic Stop

Uprating the braking system must be the single most important improvement
on any classic car, especially if you have, or are going to, increase the
engine power/speed.

Uprating Your Brakes

Without drastically altering the master cylinder arrangement, i.e. to a split
front-rear variable type, it might be thought that there is little that can be
done to alter the way the brakes perform. No doubt there will be uprating
kits that will transform the road cars in days to come, but for now here are
these thoughts:
If the car is genuinely uprated a harder pad material will be required to
prevent fade or general brake deterioration. Ensure that the brake fluid is at
least DOT4 and bleed at the start of the season, March in UK, discarding dirty
expressed fluid. With iron brake drums, ideally an upgraded brake lining
should be used. Competition cars, i.e. race or rally, will also need cooling
ducting. Alloy brake drums will probably eliminate the need for either of these,
as the shoe material will run cooler. Drum 202267, item 33, will cope well with
the heat while, GAC6028X type, should only be considered up to fast road,
though both are superior to iron drums. The braking system is well balanced
for road use but a hard driven car may experience imbalance, which can be
addressed by changing the rear wheel cylinders bore size from the standard
0.7”, cylinder no. GWC1154, to a 0.75”, GWC1112. The smaller cylinder will
increase the sensitivity, i.e. shoe movement, while the 0.75” will decrease it. 

Should brake, pad, fade be experienced air ducting will help considerably.
If more serious uprating of brakes is considered cross drilled/grooved discs
are the first option. Next comes standard type calipers spaced to allow
fitment of vented discs. From personal experience these are totally
adequate for road use, however hard, and there is still the choice of pads.
As the venting causes them to run cooler, standard pads may have to be
used. Lastly, of course, is the 4 pot caliper conversion used with vented
discs. To make these work anywhere near their limit would require a top
grade suspension rebuild with hard bushes and adjustable shock
absorbers, along with top quality tyres, such as Yoko’s, Bridgestone etc...,
using 50 or 60% aspect ratio and modern sticky rubber, and an extra uprated
engine to provide the speed in the first place.

Uprated Brake Pads

For standard 2-pot Type C calipers with 10 13/16” - 275mm discs.
We stock replacement brake pads in Mintex M1144 and Kevlar. Uprated
pads can be used with standard discs.
Kevlar pads have a very wide heat range that gives exceptional cold bite,
they also have the added bonus of producing less brake dust than with
other materials. Some TR4s and all TR4As were fitted with 16P callipers.
Earlier cars retro-fitted can use these pads.
Uprated Brake Pads (Car Set);
(01) Kevlar (Fast Road/Sport) TT31501KV
(02) M1144 (Fast Road/Competition) TT31501

Anti-Squeal Brake Pad Strips

These strips fit between the pad and piston to help eliminate 
vibrations that cause brake squeal.
(03) Anti-Squeal Strips GBP240ASK

(Supplied in a set of four).

Competition Brake Shoes

Suitable for all vehicles with 9” Girling rear brake drums.
Competition Brake Shoes;
(04) 9” TR3A-TR4A TT31524

Uprated X-Drilled Brake Discs

For standard 2-pot Type C calipers with 10 13/16” - 275mm discs.
Suitable for C type calipers that were originally fitted to TR3B, TCF series,
TR4/4A from CT4690, wire wheels and CT4388, steel wheels.
See restoration section, page 128, for full details.
Heavy braking can tax even disc brakes. Our cross-drilled discs run
considerably cooler than standard because they dissipate heat quicker
than the standard solid versions, and, because they give more consistent
braking under all conditions, they are Ideal for really hard driving or
competition use.
(05) Cross Drilled Brake Disc Set 209327XK
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4-Pot Caliper Brake Conversion Kit 
with Vented Discs

Suitable For TR3, TR3A, TR3B, TR4 & TR4A.
These 4-pot calipers with vented discs will keep things cool - helping to
avoid brake fade. 
The ultimate in braking efficiency, our 4 pot vented brake kit is supplied
with 4-pot alloy calipers, adaptor plates, vented discs and fast road pads
for maximum stopping power. 

For standard pads and replacement brake parts please refer to the
restoration section of this catalogue.
4-Pot Brake Kits 10 13/16” Disc;
(Includes calipers, discs, pads & fittings).
(06) Vented Discs SPB3252

Vented & Cross Drilled Discs SPB3252X
Replacement Pads;

Soft Brake Pad Set (Road) RD150-3668
Medium Brake Pad Set (Fast Road) RD1311
Hard Brake Pad Set (Race) RD1313

Alloy Finned Brake Drums

9” Rear Brakes For TR3/3A/TR4/4A.
These Al-Fin brake drums, reproductions of the rare factory alloy finned
shell units with iron inserts, not only help to reduce brake fade under heavy
braking, they also look good.
Al-Fin Brake Drum 9” x 3/4”;
(07) Radial Fins (Pair) GAC6028X

Circumferential Fins (Pair) 202267

Brake Servo

For those of us who find the brake pedal rather hard after driving modern
vehicles, this remote mounted Lockheed servo kit, complete with all
mountings and fittings, will greatly reduce the pedal effort and also help to
bring your Spitfires brakes up to modern standards.
Brake Servo Conversion Kit;
(08) All Models With Single Line Brakes TT3949

Uprated Braided Stainless Steel Brake Hoses
These steel braided hoses not only look great, but because they don’t swell 
under pressure, they give a much firmer feel to the pedal.
Front brake hoses for these models are supplied in pairs unless stated
otherwise.
Stainless Steel Braided Hoses.
Model; Front Brake Rear Brake

TR2 Lockheed TT3040 TT3042
TR3-4 Girling (*2 Reqd) TT3142* TT3142

(09) TR4A TT3240 TT3242

Brake Pipe Kits

These, non-rust, brake pipe sets are ready assembled with
brass end  fittings. The pipes are pliable for easy installation.
RHD Models;

TR2/3 Lockheed Brakes To TS13045 HGB1010
(10) TR3/3A Girling Brakes From TS13046 HGB1011

TR4 1961-64 HGB6227
TR4A IRS 1965-67 HGB6228

LHD Models;
TR2/3 Lockheed Brakes To TS13045 HGB1010L
TR3/3A Girling Brakes From TS13046 HGB1011L
TR4 1961-64 HGB6227L
TR4A IRS 1965-67 HGB6228L

Adjustable Brake Pressure Balance Valve

Competition cars quite often need to finely adjust - from inside the car, 
the braking bias between front and rear brakes. Here we offer an
adjustable brake pressure valve which reduces the supply to the rear
brakes after attaining a preset pressure, this may
prove necessary when uprated rear shoes are fitted
to avoid premature locking of the rear wheels but,
will depend upon the choice of front pads and the
wheel/tyre combination. Note: this valve has metric
connections.

All Suitable Models TT3954

08Brake Servo

10Brake Pipe Kits
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Steering Rack Conversion Kit

Modern technology for your classic TR. Our complete steering rack conversion
kit, for split/short column cars, will give you lighter, more direct steering
and can be easily installed by a competent DIY enthusiast. Comprehensive
fitting instructions included with every kit. If your early TR2 or TR3 is of the
long column type, please contact Moss Europe for full conversion details,
because for long column or early cars, an upper column, 121154R for RHD
and 121154L for LHD, will also be required as well as the conversion kit.
Steering Rack Conversion Kit;
(Note; Use only with 4 Blade or Electric cooling fans).

Conversion Kit TR3A RHD TTK3000R
(01) Conversion Kit TR3A LHD TTK3000L

Replacement Rack Boot/Gaiter Kit All Models GRG210Z   
Long Column Models Will Also Need;
(Installation Notes and separate upper column kit components, refer to page 135).
(02) Upper Column Kit RHD 121154R

Upper Column Kit RHD 121154L

TR4 & TR4A Steering Quick Rack

Our Quick Rack has a high ratio pinion giving you lock-to-lock in only 2.5
turns, compared to the standard 3.5. Made initially for competition use,
racks have a stronger outer casing with a higher grade of steel rack for
increased durability. The kit also includes solid alloy mounts to reduce the
amount of steering rack float. Track rod ends not included.
Quick Rack; RHD LHD
(03) TR4/4A With Fittings 306829X 306830X

TR4/4A Without Fittings 306829XNF 306830XNF
(For replacement solid mountings, please contact your local Moss branch).

TR4 & 4A Alloy Steering Rack Mounting Kit

The History and Background of TR Steering Rack Mounts. The rack and pinion
assemblies were originally mounted to the chassis on TR4’s with U bolts and
aluminium blocks. At CT20063, LHD and CT20265, RHD, the aluminium block
mountings were replaced by rubber. The aluminium block mounted rack fitted
to a vertical mounting plate on the chassis. The rubber mounted racks fitted to
a horizontal mounting plate on the chassis. Due to the difference in mounting to
the chassis, these racks are NOT interchangeable. The rubber mounted rack
suffers from rack float when the rubber has been in use for a couple of years.
For this reason we have developed a solid mounting system, similar to the
earlier aluminium mounted rack for later chassis numbers. The solid mounting
gives a slightly less comfortable feel to the steering, but lasts much longer.
(04) Mounting Kit Fits 11/16” Rack Tube TT3255
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Uprated Front Anti-Roll Bars

The standard front anti-roll bar will need uprating when the engine and
suspension are modified. We have a range of larger diameter bars which
reduce the amount of body roll when cornering. Uses front bumper iron.
The centre mounting is made to connect to the bumper support arms, so if
these have been removed you will have to make up some extension
brackets from the chassis bolts.
Anti-Roll Bar Kits- These Include Bushes And Fittings;

TR2 To TR3A 0.75” Diameter (Fast Road) TT3081
TR4 0.75” Diameter (Fast Road) TT3181

(05) TR4A 0.75” Diameter (Fast Road) TT3281
TR4A 0.875” Diameter (Competition) TT3282

TR2, TR3 & TR4Uprated Suspension Bushes/Kits

These bush kits are designed to improve the handling by reducing the
amount of excess body/suspension movement allowed by the standard
type of bush. We have nylatron, polyurethane and uprated rubber bushes,
which will tighten up the suspension nicely for road or more serious use.
Polyurethane bushes are the best compromise between standard rubber
bushes and nylatron for road going TR’s. They give improved suspension
location with greater wear resistance compared to their rubber equivalents
and without the transmission of road noise suffered when fitting Nylatron
alternatives. They are naturally self-lubricating.
A worthwhile addition to any car, some polyurethane bushes are supplied
individually, with a steel sleeve where necessary. If you require further
information, please contact your local Moss branch for fitting details.
Front Wishbone Bushes & Kits;
(06) Nylatron Upper Bush Kit TT3060

Polyurethane Upper Bush (4 Reqd) TT3062
Nylatron Lower Bush Kit TT3160

Uprated Front Shock Absorber Bushes;
Nylatron Front/Upper (4 Reqd) TT30161
Polyurethane Front/Lower (2 Reqd) 102987P

Uprated Rear Telescopic Shock Absorber Bushes;
Polyurethane Rear/Upper - Koni/Spax (4 Reqd) 517985P*
Nylatron Rear/Lower - Koni/Spax (2 Reqd) TT30161*
(*Use when Telescopic Conversion fitted).

Front/Rear Suspension Uprated Bush Kit

02Upper Column Kit
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Uprated Suspension Bushes & Kits TR4A IRS

These bush kits are designed to improve the handling by reducing the
amount of excess body/suspension movement allowed by the standard type
of bush. We have nylatron, polyurethane and uprated rubber bushes, which
will tighten up the suspension nicely for road or more serious use.
Polyurethane bushes are the best compromise between standard rubber bushes
and nylatron for road going TR’s. They give improved suspension location with
greater wear resistance compared to their rubber equivalents and without the
transmission of road noise suffered when fitting Nylatron
alternatives. They are naturally self-lubricating. A worthwhile
addition to any car, some polyurethane bushes are supplied
individually, with a steel sleeve where necessary.
Front And Rear Suspension;

Uprated Bush Kit TTK3111
(If you want the best of all worlds, this kit is for you).

Nylatron Front Wishbone Kits;
Upper Bush Kit TT3160
Lower/Inner Bush Kit TT3261
Lower/Outer Bush Kit TT3264

Polyurethane Front Wishbone Bushes/Kit;
Upper Bush (4 Reqd) TT3062
Lower/Inner Bush Kit TT3263

Rear Suspension;
Uprated Rear Trailing Arm (4 Reqd) TT3265

(07) Polyurethane Rear Trailing Arm (4 Reqd) TT3266
Nylatron Uprated Front Shock Absorber Bushes;

Front/Upper Standard Damper (4 Reqd) TT30161
Front/Lower Standard Damper (2 Reqd) TT3360

Uprated Rear Telescopic Shock Absorber Bushes;
Polyurethane Rear/Upper Koni/Spax (4 Reqd) 517985P*
Nylatron Rear/Lower Koni/Spax (2 Reqd) TT30161*
(*Use when Telescopic Conversion fitted).

TR3-4A Alloy Front Hubs

For fitment details please refer to Front Suspension on pages 139 & 142.
Front Alloy Hub - Not Suitable For Wire Wheels;

Standard Flange 114284A
Thick Flange (Allows Adjustment) 114284X

Strengthening Brackets 
For Lower Wishbone Arms

The lower front inner wishbone brackets, See Uprated Suspension and
Steering Components in the restoration section of this catalogue, which
are welded to the frame are considered weak points of the front
suspension. They are often found to be cracked or even broken away from
the chassis. This is usually caused by running into pot holes or hitting
kerbs. These brackets are easily replaced by a competent chassis repair
workshops, and represent a considerable improvement to the earlier
TR2/3/3A and TR4 design. 

On these earlier cars, instead of breaking a bracket, the entire spring tower
twists and cracks - much more difficult and expensive to repair than a
bracket! It’s a good idea to periodically check these front inner wishbone
brackets, and have them replaced if they are cracked or broken, as this
condition presents a severe safety hazard. We have followed a design from
Triumph themselves and produced a strengthening kit  which comprises
three plates that are welded to the inner wishbone bracket and the chassis.

Strengthening Kit (RH) (3 Plates Per Kit) TT3259R
Strengthening Kit (LH) (3 Plates Per Kit) TT3259L
Reinforcement Plate Washer (4 Reqd) 139580R
(Use for additional strengthening if intending to use the car on the track).

Front Coil Spring Spacers & Insulator

We supply a small spacer plate of 3mm depth that allows you to adjust the
spring/ride height to suit your needs. Spacers are sold individually.
Maximum of 2 recommended per side, each spacer adjusts the ride height
by approx. 5mm.

Spring Spacer Plate (3mm) MGS40904
Rubber Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 100751
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 100751P
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (5mm Thick) 100751PX

08Uprated Front Road Springs

(08)  TR2, TR3 & TR4/4A Front Road Springs

Apart from fitting an uprated anti roll bar and dampers, the next stage of tuning your suspension
is to make sure you have the correct spring rate. Note; All TriumphTune springs are designed to
be used with the standard, 2” alloy, spring collar/spacer 107682. It may not be needed for
lightweight cars, and is not required when fitting standard, TR2/3/4, front springs, 210903.

Spring Details Colour Spring Fitted Fitted Part
Code Rate lbs Length Length Number

TR2-TR4 TR4A
Standard Springs
TR2, TR3 & TR4 Free Length 9.75” N/A 290 6.75” N/A 201898
TR2, TR3 & TR4 Free Length 11” N/A 310 8.75” N/A 210903
TR4A N/A 312 N/A 6.75” 213165
TriumphTune Springs
Road/Rally (Increased Height) B 390 7.10” 7.00” TT4006
Fast Road (Slightly Lowered) WB 390 6.70” 6.70” TT4001
Road/Competition PB 420 7.00” 7.00” TT4201
Sprint/Competition (Lowered) PY 420 6.20” 6.00” TT4102
Full Race (Lowered) OB 450 6.50” 6.50” TT4207

Alloy Spring Collar/Spacer (All TriumphTune Springs) 107682

TR4A IRS Owners

On page 49 you will find one of the best suspension
packs available for TR4 IRS models.
Front Lowered Spring and Damper Kit (Sprint), Part
Number TTK3140.
(Choose from Spax, Koni or Gaz shock absorbers).
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Uprated Rear Lever Shock Absorbers

Standard dampers are adequate for road use, but if you are contemplating
using your car on the track then we recommend you fit uprated units,
though these may prove to be a little stiff for road use.
Alternatively as a budget solution, you can fit our competition valves,
AHH7218, into brand new standard shock absorbers.
Note; you can fit uprated valves into your own units, but due to the possible
age and previous, possibly unknown, wear of the components, they are
unlikely to last as long as new ones, or give balanced/matched performance.
We also stock Penrite shock absorber oil for those who wish to tinker with
damping rates.

TR2, TR3 & TR4 25% Uprated Shock Absorber (Fast Road/Sport);
New (RH) TT3014RN

(05) New (LH) TT3014LN
TR4A 25% Uprated Shock Absorber (Fast Road/Sport);

New (RH) TT3214RN
New (LH) TT3214LN

TR4A 50% Uprated Shock Absorber (Full Competition);
(Not suitable for road use).

New (RH) TT3215RN
New (LH) TT3215LN

+25% Valve (Competition) (2 Reqd) AHH7218

Penrite Shock Absorber Oil;
No.1 Light 500ml (Standard Road Use) GGL9038X
No.2 Heavy 500ml (Competition) GGL9039X
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Rear Telescopic Bracket Conversion Kits

To enable the fitting of the Spax, Koni or Gaz telescopic shock absorbers to
your classic, you will need to use one our bracket kits listed here. Choice
depends on the use of your car and how you prefer the brackets to mount.

Kit Type 1A offers a much improved action as well as locating the solid axle
much better. The main bracket is bolted to the shock absorber mounting
and the axle bracket is is bolted, and welded when in position.
Type 1A Bracket Kit - For Solid Axle Type Models;
(01) TR2-3A To TS60000 TT3118

TR3A From TS60001, TR4 TT31181

Type 1 brackets mount to the rear inner wing, they require minimal body
modification to be carried out. Ideal for road application.
Type 1 Bracket Kit;

TR4A IRS Only TT3218

Type 2 brackets are one piece brackets that bolt to the lever arm mounting
points on the chassis, and fit outside the inner wheel arch. They are easy
to install, but if the body shell is not correctly aligned to the chassis, certain
combinations of tyre and wheel sizes may cause problems.
Please contact your nearest branch if in doubt.
Type 2 Bracket Kit;
(02) TR4A IRS Only*** TT3225X

Type 2A brackets used in this conversion are based on our very popular -
and successful type 2 kit, TT3225X, which utilises the lever arm mounting
points, that has stood the test of time. However, these conversion brackets,
TT3225TUV, are of a much heavier and stronger construction. They also
have an extra mounting point for them to be located directly to the wheel
arch, which will require drilling.
Please contact your nearest branch for details.
Type 2A Bracket Kit - TUV Approved/Certificated;
(03) TR4A IRS Only*** TT3225TUV

Type 3 bracket kit is a set of six stepped brackets and fittings to mount up
through the bodywork and out to the inner wheel arch, creating a new damper
mounting point. Brackets take a little longer to install but do strengthen and
stiffen the rear of the body shell. Kit contains fittings and instructions.
Type 3 Bracket Kit;
(04) TR4A IRS Only*** TT3225

(***These bracket kits are fitted to the inner arch at the same height 
as the tyre, care must be exercised to ensure clearance during 
suspension travel. If excessive negative camber is already used, this 
must be reset before use to ensure clearance).

Polyurethane
Bushes

Polyurethane bushes are a
very cost effective means 
of improving steering and
suspension joints. They give a
much ‘tighter feel’, transmit
less road noise through the
components, and last much
longer than the standard
rubber bushes.
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TR4A IRS (Sprint) Front Lowered
Springs & Damper Kit

Developed after years of research and development,
these spring and damper kits will upgrade your car’s
suspension for fast road use, tightening the overall
feel of the car. This kit uses the slightly lower road
springs for fast road or sprint work. Recommended if
standard or larger diameter tyres are being used.

To obtain maximum benefit from this conversion, you
should fit (rear) uprated lever arm dampers or fit one of
our rear telescopic conversion kits.
Fast Road Spring & Damper Kit;

With Spax Shocks TTK3140S
With Koni Shocks TTK3140K
With Gaz Shocks TTK3140G

TR4A IRS Rear Spax Shock Absorbers 
& Rear Telescopic Conversion Kit

Converting to telescopic damper units will improve the ride and suspension
making the handling more stable and predictable under pressure. This kit
includes 2 rear telescopic Spax shock absorbers, rear telescopic conversion
brackets, based on our type 1 bracket kit, and full fitting instructions.

Spax Shock Absorber/Rear Conversion Kit SPCK29

TR4A IRS Front/Rear Shock Absorber Pack 
& Rear Telescopic Conversion Kit

Converting to rear telescopic damper units will improve the ride and
suspension making the handling more stable and predictable under
pressure. This kit includes 4 telescopic shock absorbers and a rear
telescopic conversion kit, based on our type 2 bracket kit. Choose from
Spax, Koni or Gaz. If you wish to fit units more suitable for sprint/race,
please contact your local Moss branch.
Shock Pack/Conversion Kit;
(09) With Spax TTK3112S

With Koni TTK3112K
With Gaz TTK3112G

06Spax 07Koni 08Gaz

(06) Spax Shock Absorbers

The gas adjustable units from Spax will give excellent service on all
models, plus, they have the ability for the adjustments to be made on the
car. All Spax units come with a 3 year warranty. Supplied individually but
should be fitted in pairs. The zero setting equals the original setting.

(07) Koni Shock Absorbers

Koni adjustable shock absorbers are renowned for their reliability and
greater range of damping, which makes them suitable for road or competition
applications. The adjustment must be made with the unit 
off the car. All Koni units come with a 3 year guarantee. Supplied individually
but should be fitted in pairs. The zero setting equals the original setting.

(08) Gaz Shock Absorbers

Gaz shock absorbers come with a 3 year warranty, and are specifically
designed for fast road/sport applications. Features include, on-car
adjustment, Double Lip piston seals and Zinc plated bodies. These
advanced adjustable dampers are supplied Supplied individually but
should be fitted in pairs. The zero setting equals the original setting.

Spax, Koni & Gaz Replacement Shock Absorbers

The first step to improving the handling of your TR, is to fit adjustable shock absorbers. Uprated
Shock Absorbers should always be fitted in pairs.
*These rear shock absorbers can only be used when the lever arm shock absorbers have
already been replaced with a telescopic conversion bracket kit.
Important: All telescopic units are supplied individually but should only be fitted in pairs.

Spax Spax Koni Koni Gaz Gaz
Models Front Rear Front Rear Front Rear
TR2, 3 & 3A TT3001 TT3111* TT3102 TMG30712* TT3103 N/A
TR4 No Spacers TT3001 TT3311* TT3102 TT3312* TT3103 N/A
TR4 Deep Dish Springs TT3001 TT3111* TT3102 TMG30712* TT3103 N/A
TR4A IRS TT3101 TT3211* TT3102 TT3212* TT3203 TT3213*
TR4A USA Solid Axle TT3101 TT3111* TT3102 TMG30712* TT3203 N/A

09Conversion Kit & Shock Absorber Pack



Uprated Rear Leaf Springs & Bush Kit

TR2, TR3 & TR4 And USA TR4A With Solid Axle.
Apart from fitting anti roll bars and dampers, you must also ensure that the
rear spring doesn’t spoil all your hard work at the front. Our leaf springs are
supplied with new front bushes. Flat springs are standard on models prior
to 1963. Long springs and spacers are used on later models, see also
information for competition springs.

Lowered Springs.
Our lowered springs retain the standard spring rate, but just lower the car
for improved road holding, fast road or competition use.

Flat Type TT4020
(01) Long Type TT4021

Competition Springs.
Specially manufactured for TriumphTune to original specification for increased
spring rate.

Flat Type (Road/Rally) TT4016
Flat Type (Lowered Race) TT4016B
(Lowered spring is for racing applications, special order only).

Uprated Spring Bushes.
Nylatron bushes retain the rear spring laterally whilst allowing the spring
to pivot smoother. See restoration section for detailed listings of fittings.

Complete Rear Shackle Bush Kit TTK3010
Shackle Bush (8 Reqd) TT30765
Front Spring Eye Bush (Race Only) (4 Reqd) TT3067

TR4A IRS Rear Coil Spring Spacer & Insulators

We supply a small spacer plate of 3mm depth that allows you to adjust the
spring/ride height suit your needs. Spacers are sold individually.
Maximum of 2 recommended per side, each spacer adjusts the ride height by
approx. 5mm.

Spring Spacer (3mm) MGS40904
Rubber Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 138823

(03) Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 138823P
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (5mm Thick) 138823PX
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01Uprated Rear Road Spring

Rear Suspension Bump Stops 

When changing the ride height of the car, especially when lowering, more
travel must allowed. The upper bump stop must be reduced in height to
allow the spring and damper to work correctly.

Upper Bump Stop Short 155719
(04) Lower Bump Stop Long 136758

(Use with uprated spring TT4211 with lever dampers).

Rear Anti-Roll Bar Kits & Bushes

The addition of the rear anti-roll bar will change the characteristics
of the car considerably. It will increase road holding because it will
cause the car to corner flatter by limiting roll. With modern tyres
and/or more tread on the road the TR must grip better on a dry
surface. The bar causes more weight transfer to the outside rear
wheel, which will ultimately promote oversteer, a condition you
either love or hate.

Bars are supplied with 4 rubber link bushes. The bar can be made
more effective by the use of nylatron instead: either one each side
or two for maximum effect. It is suggested that these substitutions
are made progressively and the TR test-driven to tune the
suspension precisely to personal taste. Don’t forget, the wet road
behaviour will change too, and oversteer in the wet can be quite a
challenge, though good fun once mastered. Our rear anti-roll bar
kits come complete with fittings.

Rear Anti-Roll Bar Kit;
(05) TR2-TR3A 0.625” TT3087

TR4 0.625” TT3187
TR4A TT3288
Rear Axle Mounting Alloy Cone TR4A Only TT3906

End Link Bushes

To alter the rate of the anti-roll bar, we offer the following outer link bushes.
6 or 8 bushes required depending on installation requirements.

Polyurethane +15% Rate 517985P
Nylatron +25% Rate TT3996

Uprated Rear Coil Springs TR4A IRS

Apart from fitting an uprated anti roll bar and dampers, the next stage of tuning your
suspension is to make sure you have the correct spring rate. Note; All TriumphTune
springs are designed to be used with the standard, 2” alloy, spring collar/spacer
107682. It may not be needed for lightweight cars, and is not required when fitting
standard springs 210903.

Colour Spring Fitted Part
Application Code Rate Length Number

lbs/in
Standard Springs

TR4A N/A 320 8.40” 214293

TriumphTune Rear Springs
Road/Rally (Increased Height) WY 390 9.65” TT4211
Fast Road (Slightly Lowered) GYY 420 8.85” TT4212

(02) Road/Competition YY 420 8.50” TT4216
Sprint/Competition (Lowered) RY 510 8.45” TT4215
Full Race (Lowered) PY 550 7.30” TT4215A

Alloy Spring Collar/Spacer (All TriumphTune Springs) 107682

02Uprated Rear Coil Springs


